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From NanoSeconds to YEARS
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Pulsars & SKA

• PFE Antenna Array

• PTA for GW detection

• PSR-BH system

• Measure BH properties

• Supermassive BH in GC

• Testing GR with BHs

Gravity Tests
see Smits et al 2009 

10,000 - 30,000 pulsars

Deep searches to find new and interesting systems

• All-sky for MSPs and other pulsars

• Galactic plane for young pulsars and MSPs

• Galactic center for objects near SMBH

• Globular Clusters and External Galaxies

High Precision/SNR  follow up observations

• Timing observations for Gravity studies

• Multiple freq. polarisation obs for emission

VLBI observations

• Parallax/Proper motions i.e. Distances/Velocities

New Phenomena: e.g. RRATs, Intermittent, Bursts
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Astrometry
New section in the DRM

Can measure the parallax (to about 20% 
accuracy) out to distances of 13 & 9 kpc for 
normal and MSPs respectively

Required input for:

Models of RM and DM distributions in 
the Galaxy

Improved accuracy of WD and NS 
cooling models

Precision tests of theories of gravity.

6 Smits et al.: Prospects for accurate distance measurements of pulsars with the SKA

the results for the “kinematic” parallax (blue) with dif-
ferent orbital periods. It is interesting to see that for the
first few years of observations the classical timing parallax
yields much higher precision but that in the long-term the
kinematic parallax eventually leads to more precise results
assuming that the acceleration in the Galactic gravita-
tional potential can be accounted for and that the masses
are known with su!cient accuracy via the measurement
of PK parameters.

4. Results

While we have demonstrated the SKA capabilities in prin-
ciple, we now review the applicability of our results to real
SKA observations.
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Fig. 5. Histogram of !/"! for the pulsars detected in the
simulation of imaging observations. The vertical dotted
line marks the !/"! = 5 cuto#.

4.1. Imaging observations

Fig. 5 shows the histogram of the quantity !/"!, where !
is the parallax and "! is the estimated error in the paral-
lax, for the simulated sample. The histogram corresponds
to two underlying distributions for which the parallax is
limited by the SNR of the pulsar or the dynamic range.
The low number of pulsars around !/"! ! 1 arises from
the detection limit of the SKA survey. The main peak cor-
responds to the large number of pulsars with a low SNR.
The rise in the distribution at !/"! ! 5 reflects the peak
of the pulsar distance distribution at !6 kpc. Taking a
cuto# !/"! = 5, we find that the SKA can potentially
measure the parallaxes for ! 9, 000 pulsars with an error
of 20% or smaller. This includes pulsars out to a distance
of 13 kpc. For the Galactic plane, as many as 25 pulsars
can be observed in the FoV when using a single-pixel re-
ceiver. If we assume that the correlator can deal with all
the pulsars in the FoV, it will take 215 days to measure
the parallaxes of all the pulsars (9 000) in the Galactic

plane and 450 days to measure the parallaxes of all the
detectable pulsars to a parallax error of 20%.
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Fig. 6. Fractional precision of distance measurement by
timing parallax for weekly observations. The TOA error
is assumed to be 10 ns up to 3 kpc beyond which the error
scales with distance squared. The blue line indicates five
years of observations, the red one ten years, respectively.

4.2. Timing observations

We have shown that timing observations of pulsars can
yield a parallax precision that exceeds that of an imag-
ing parallax by at least an order of magnitude in terms
of both relative and absolute precision. For longer time
spans, the kinematic parallax is of even higher accuracy.
For these results, we have typically assumed a TOA un-
certainty of 10 ns. Such a precision is only possible for
recycled millisecond pulsars (MSPs) and is a factor of
5–10 higher than what has been achieved for the best
MSPs to date. Increased sensitivity is expected to help
improve the timing precision in a linear way, provid-
ing an up to 100 times higher sensitivity with the SKA
and ensuring that such timing precision appears easily
achievable (Lorimer & Kramer 2005). Uncertain factors
are, however, possible intrinsic timing noise of the pulsar
clock, propagation e#ects in variable interstellar weather,
and both instrumental and improper calibration e#ects.
Recent and ongoing studies (Verbiest et al. 2009, Kuo et
al. in prep.) indicate that despite challenges, a timing pre-
cision for MSPs between 10 and 50 ns seems feasible. We
expect that about ! 6000 of the pulsars detected with the
SKA will be MSPs (Smits et al. 2009) but not all of those
will be suitable for high precision timing. Moreover, as the
new pulsars become more distant, the flux density will de-
crease and hence the timing precision becomes worse. We
attempt to take this into account by increasing the TOA
errors by a factor of (d/d0)2, where d0 determines the
distance beyond which the timing precision is dominated
by the radio meter equation (rather than other limiting

9000 normal pulsars

(Smits	  et	  al.	  2011	  &	  Godfrey	  et	  al	  2011)	  

Smits et al.: Prospects for accurate distance measurements of pulsars with the SKA 7

factors). Inspecting the timing precision of the presently
known MSPs as a function of known distance, we estimate
this transition to be around 3 kpc. This number may be
significantly larger for the SKA, so that the present re-
sults using classical timing parallax shown in Fig. 6 are
probably a conservative estimate. These suggest that dis-
tances can be measured with a precision of at least 10%
to a distance of about 10 kpc.
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Fig. 7. Fractional precision of a distance measurement for
weekly observations with TOA errors of 10 ns up to a
distance of 3 kpc. Beyond 3 kpc, we assume the timing
precision to become worse by a factor scaling with the
square of the distance. Colours indicate the length of the
observing span: 5 yr (blue), 10 yr (red), and 15 yr (green),
respectively. The thick lines indicate the kinematic dis-
tance measurement for a pulsar in a 1 day orbit with an
0.3 solar mass companion. The thin lines indicate the tim-
ing parallax for the same pulsar. Note that the 10-yr lines
(red) overlap.

In Fig. 7, we compare the distance measurements using
classical timing parallax and using kinematic parallax and
adjusting the TOA precision for the distance scaling. As
before, the classical timing parallax yields the superior
results for the first years of observations, but is overtaken
by the kinematic parallax after 10 years.

To gauge how many MSPs would be likely to reach
the timing precision assumed above, we compare the ob-
tained precision among a consistent group of known MSPs
at a relatively well-determined distance by inspecting the
timing results for those 16 MSPs in the globular cluster
47 Tucanae that are regularly observed. The other eight
MSPs in the cluster are at the current limit of detectabil-
ity of the Parkes telescope and can only be timed when
the interstellar scintillation boosts the flux density above
the detection threshold (Freire et al. 2003). Table 1 shows
the current and predicted TOA uncertainty as well as an
estimate of the accuracy with which the parallax of these
16 MSPs can be measured with the SKA. These estimates
are based on a scaling that ensures that the TOAs are

improved by a factor of ! 100. However, as the full SKA
may not be able to be phased up for timing observations,
we conservatively estimate that we can only use the inner
5 km, containing 50% of the collecting area, so that we
scale the TOA errors by a factor of 50. To estimate the
parallax error inferred from timing each of the 6 000 new
MSPs that will be found by the SKA, we randomly as-
sign a TOA error from the 16 MSPs in 47 Tucanae. The
parallax error is then corrected for ecliptic latitude and
distance following the results shown in Figs. 2 and 7.
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Fig. 8. Histogram of !/!! for the pulsars detected in the
simulation of timing 6 000 MSPs. The vertical dotted line
indicates the !/!! = 5 cuto".

Figure 8 shows the histogram for the quantity !/!!,
where ! is the parallax determined by means of timing
MSPs and!! is the estimated error in the parallax for the
simulated sample. Taking once again a cuto" !/!! = 5,
we find that the SKA can potentially measure the paral-
laxes for ! 3 600 MSPs with an error of 20% or smaller out
to a distance of 9 kpc. Timing all these MSPs using the
phased array feeds of the SKA with an observation time
of 1 hour, will take roughly 25 days. To obtain a timing
solution requires re-observations of these MSPs once ev-
ery two weeks over a period of at least one year. The total
observation time would then amount to 650 days. If we
were to time these MSPs only to achieve a parallax error
of 20%, the total observation time would drop to roughly
40 days. In any case, there will be a follow-up timing for
each MSP that the SKA will detect to select the most in-
teresting MSPs. Therefore, obtaining parallaxes for many
of these MSPs will not require extra observation time.

4.3. Pulsar proper motions

Astrometry with the SKA will permit us to obtain accu-
rate measurements of the proper motion of pulsars. These
are extremely valuable for constraining the origin of pul-
sar velocities, which is currently known with an accuracy
of only a few to tens of mas per year for normal pulsars

3600 MSPs

- frequency of 1.4 GHz and a 3 000 km 
maximum SKA baseline
- assumes gating and dedispersion.
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Astrometry: DRM

S > 0.1 mJy kpc^2 pulsars at 1 kpc, S > 0.4 mJy kpc^2 pulsars at 2 kpc and S > 1 mJy pulsars at 3 kpc. This would be good 
enough to get 0.25 mas positional accuracy for a pulsar such as PSR J0737-3039A/B (7 mJy kpc^2) if it was at 8 kpc and 
probably parallaxes if it was at 6 kpc (0.12 mas single-epoch positional uncertainty, 0.17 mas parallax signal at 6 kpc).

Huynh, Lazio et al

Monday, October 24, 2011



Gating & Binning
Main science goals are to improve SNR in observations to determine pulsar astrometry and to 
determine “what lies beneath”.

Gain by sqrt(duty cycle), but depends on bin size/number

Off pulse emission / GMRT

Basu et al 2011

Nebulae

Stappers et al
Gaensler et al

• Study the compact form 
of jets in the radio. 
• Relationship with larger 
structures
• Energetics cf. shocks/
winds

Monday, October 24, 2011



Gating vs Binning

Gating is fine if one is dealing with simple pulse profiles and if the gates are variable in size to make 
sure to get maximum return from the duty cycle.

However if the pulsar ephemeris is poorly know, as is likely with a newly discovered pulsar then 
multiple bins gives you more robustness to including only the pulsar

If dispersion delay across the band is significant compared to the pulse period then gating may not 
work unless the gates can have different phases in different frequency channels

simple two gates do not allow for more detailed study of off-pulse emission nor underlying nebulae

Between 16/32 bins is probably sufficient for most purposes

Is there a possibility of trading correlator capacity, i.e. station inputs or bandwidth/channels such 
that more bins can be formed?  I have some ideas :-)

Monday, October 24, 2011



SKA	  Astrometry	  (Smits	  et	  al.	  2011)

• Interferometric	  	  –	  applicable	  to	  all	  pulsars	  (for	  ~9,000	  sources)
• Timing	  parallax	  –	  applicable	  to	  millisecond	  pulsars:
	  	  	  	  	  	  Here,	  we	  measure	  the	  curvature	  of	  the	  incoming	  wave	  front,
	  	  	  	  	  	  resulKng	  in	  worse	  precision	  for	  higher	  eclipKc	  laKtude	  sources!

1000 kpc

10 kpc

Assuming 10ns, 5/10 yr:

Monday, October 24, 2011



SKA	  Astrometry	  (Smits	  et	  al.	  2011)

• Interferometric	  	  –	  applicable	  to	  all	  pulsars	  (for	  ~9,000	  sources)
• Timing	  parallax	  –	  applicable	  to	  millisecond	  pulsars:
• “KineKc	  parallax”	  -‐	  for	  binaries,	  we	  can	  also	  assume	  that	  GR	  is	  correct	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  and	  aQribute	  any	  deviaKon	  from	  GR	  solely	  to	  secular	  acceleraKon:
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Δ(dPb/dt)	  vT	  D

D=1kpc
Kinetic parallax

Timing parallax
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SKA	  Astrometry	  (Smits	  et	  al.	  2011)

• Flux	  density	  and	  hence	  Kming	  precision	  decreases	  with	  distance:

Timing parallax

Kinetic parallax

Kinetic parallax

Timing parallax

Superb	  precision	  for	  gravity	  tests!	  	  But	  useful	  for	  much	  more	  …!

5 yrs
10 yrs
15 yrs

Monday, October 24, 2011



Single	  source	  detecKon

•	  Single	  binary	  super-‐massive	  black	  hole	  produces	  periodic	  signal

•	  Signal	  contains	  informa:on	  from	  two	  dis:nct	  epochs:	  t	  and	  t-‐d/c

years

R
es

id
ua

l

•	  We	  can	  pinpoint	  a	  single	  GW	  source:
Possible	  by	  amazing	  astrometry	  of	  SKA!

Lee	  et	  al.	  (2011)

1’

Response pattern H of a single-pulsar timing response to a 
single monochromatic GW source.

Position accuracy GW source.
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GalacKc	  census	  with	  the	  SKA

	  -‐	  ~30,000	  normal	  pulsars

	  -‐	  ~2,000	  millisecond	  psrs	  

	  -‐	  ~100	  rel	  binaries

	  -‐	  first	  pulsars	  in	  Galac:c	  Centre

	  -‐	  first	  extragalac:c	  pulsars

With	  the	  SKA’S	  collec:ng	  area	  	  and	  increase	  in	  survey	  speed:

(Johnston et al. 2006

 & unpublished data, 

See also Deneva et al. 2009)

Once	  pulsar	  in	  GC	  found,	  the	  experiment	  will	  be	  simple…

Monday, October 24, 2011



Property measurements of Sgr A*

• Hamiltonian of a rotating black hole:   H=HN+HPN1+HSO+HQ+…

	  

• The mass of Sgr A* can be obtained by measuring the pulsar signal delays induced by the
   relativistic orbital motion of the pulsar (Lorimer & Kramer 2005). 
• Relativistic advance of pericenter: 

• Einstein delay:

• Shapiro delay:

Liu et al. 2011, submitted
Monday, October 24, 2011



Property measurements of Sgr A*

14
(Liu et al. 2011, submitted)

5-year SKA pulsar timing 
of 0.1 ms precision may 
achieve a test of the no-
hair theorem with ~1%!

• The quadrupole moment contribution will cause a periodic
   perturbation of the pulsar orbit, which can be modelled in 
   pulsar timing and used to determine the Sgr A* quadrupole.

3

(Barker & 
O’Connell, 1975)

(Liu, 2011, PhD thesis)

• The spin contribution will induce a precession of the pulsar orbit, which can be 
   measured by pulsar timing and used to determine the spin of Sgr A*.

Monday, October 24, 2011



15

Pulse phase jitter and its influence

MSP ( 3.0 mJy at 1.4 GHz, 5.0 ms,
5% pulse width)
                           +
SKA (10-min integrations, 50 MHz
bandwidth)
                           =
    TOA precision of 80-230 ns
       (Liu et al. 2011, MNRAS)

Phenomenon of pulse phase jitter and its measurement on J0437-4715 
(Jenet et al. 1998, ApJ; Liu et al. 2011 submitted):

Influence of pulse phase jitter on TOA precision (Cordes & Shannon 2010):

Monday, October 24, 2011



What is required for a PTA?
• Often quoted parameters are a detection are:

• 20 - 25 Millisecond Pulsars

• Timed to a precision of <100 ns

• For a period of > 5 years

• Some deviations about that and different weighting 

• More MSPs will definitely be useful!

• Need to have longer baselines, better timing (10 ns) to:

• Study spectral shape in detail

• Limit mass of graviton

• Study polarisation, etc....
Monday, October 24, 2011



nanoHertz GWs - Pulsars
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For the case α = −2/3, which is expected if the GWB is 
produced by supermassive black- hole binaries, we 
obtain a 95% confidence upper limit on A of 6 × 10−15, 
which is 1.8 times lower than the 95% confidence GWB 
limit obtained by the Parkes PTA in 2006.

van Haasteren et al 2011
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ABSTRACT
Direct detection low-frequency gravitational waves (10!9!10!8 Hz) is the main goal of
pulsar timing array (PTA) projects. One of the main targets for the PTAs is to measure
the stochastic background of gravitational waves (GWB) whose characteristic strain
is expected to approximately follow a power-law of the form hc(f) = A(f/yr!1)!,
where f is the gravitational-wave frequency. In this paper we use the current data
from the European PTA along with a Bayesian algorithm to determine an upper limit
on the GWB amplitude A as a function of the unknown spectral slope " with a
Bayesian algorithm, by modelling the GWB as a random Gaussian process. For the
case " = !2/3, which is expected if the GWB is produced by supermassive black-
hole binaries, we obtain a 95% confidence upper limit on A of 6 " 10!15, which is
1.8 times lower than the 95% confidence GWB limit obtained by the Parkes PTA in
2006. Our approach to the data analysis incorporates the multi-telescope nature of
the European PTA and thus can serve as a useful template for future intercontinental
PTA collaborations.

Key words: gravitational waves – pulsars: general – methods: data analysis

1 INTRODUCTION

The first direct detection of gravitational waves (GWs)
would be of great importance to astrophysics and fun-
damental physics: it would confirm some key predictions

! Email: haasteren@strw.leidenuniv.nl

of general relativity, and lay the foundation for observa-
tional gravitational-wave astronomy. Pulsar Timing Arrays
(PTAs) are collaborations which aim to detect low-frequency
(10!9—10!8Hz) extragalactic gravitational waves directly,
by using a set of Galactic millisecond pulsars as nearly-
perfect Einstein clocks (Foster & Backer 1990). The basic
idea is to exploit the fact that millisecond pulsars create
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Demorest et al 2011
Similar limit to that set by the EPTA but still finalising

Y-axis values are A2 times 1030 (i.e., relative to a hc(yr−1) = 10−15 spectrum)

Plot ρab versus θab, fit for amplitude of H-D function:
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PPTA

• Correlation amplitude estimated in Fourier 
domain using weighted average of 
spectral components 

• Effect of timing fits calibrated by injecting 
GW signals into data (Jumps are bad!)

• Weighted fit of HD curve fitted to resulting 
amplitudes

• Best-fit value for A2 = -4.5x10-30     BUT  

•  Consistent with no GW at 76% confidence

• Need IPTA, longer data spans!
• Method not optimal for setting a limit on 

GW amplitude

• Verbiest et al. Parkes + Kapsi et al. Arecibo data sets analysed

• 20 pulsars with data spans of up to 23 yr (most 12 – 14 yr s)

• Overlapping data spans for each pulsar-pair analysed

hc = A (f/f1yr)α 

For GWB from SMBHB a = -2/3

(Yardley et al. 2011)
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How TO Improve?
Currently happening:
    - Discover/add more pulsars (>100 MSPs in last 2 years!)
    - Better instrumentation - everywhere

e.g. Increased BW, coherent dedispersion
EPTA limit based on predominantly old data

    - Improved data analysis (more GW signals; ISM, polarisation)
    - Collaborating! --- International Pulsar Timing Array.
Near future:
    - Increase observing time on current telescopes.
    - Receiver upgrades  -- very wide bandwidths (300 - 3000 MHz)

- LOFAR -- ISM analysis / pulse shape variations.

 More collecting area (larger telescopes).
- short term: LEAP
- medium term: SKA pathfinders
- longer term: SKA1 and then SKA 
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Lots of new work on transients...
Multimoment radio transient detection - Spitler et al 2011

The chirpolator and the chimageator - Bannister and Cornwall 2011

Real-time, fast radio transient searches with GPU de-dispersion - Magro et al 2011

Searching for Fast Radio Transients with SKA Phase 1 - Clarke & Colgate 2011

Detection Rates for Surveys for Fast Transients with Next Generation Radio Arrays - 
Macquart 2011

Observing pulsars and fast transients with LOFAR - Stappers et al 2011

The Allen Telescope Array Fly's Eye Survey for Fast Radio Transients - Siemion et al 
2011

++++++   (apologies if  I missed anyone’s recent work!).
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A Second LB?
Searched the PMPS & searched DMs <=2000 cm-3pc, 
well beyond the Galaxy for most lines of sight

19 new discoveries (single events & “RRATs”)
-> one in particular is also apparently extra-galactic
-> a second LB?

DM = 745 cm-3pc
W = 7 ms
gl = 25.4o, gb = -4.0o

DMextra = 222 cm-3pc
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A Second LB?

Time delay has freq. dependence of f-α 
where α=2.02(1)

 1250
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 1350
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 1450
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 1550

 1.6  1.8  2  2.2  2.4

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y 
(M

H
z)

Time (seconds)

No obvious scattering (e.g. an exponential tail)
visible w. S/N

Only in 1 of 13 beams

Occurred at 10pm on 21/06/2001 
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 Make sure they don’t repeat (done for both known 
burts) --> extreme in any sense.

 Find many more to understand the Luminosity 
distribution ---> Requires wide area survey capabilities.

 This should be possible with next generation 
telescopes.

Try and find them in real time and then do multi-
wavelength follow up including GWs as some source 
classes should generate GWs. 

How to proceed?

Monday, October 24, 2011



Wide FoV & Multi-
beaming

0.5 degree

HBA LBA

Hessels, Hassall, Stappers & 
PWGMonday, October 24, 2011



Beam-formed modes ...there are many possible.

Mode Description Data Rate FoV
(sq. deg.)

Res.
(deg.)

Sens.
(norm.)

Incoherent
(par. imaging)

Stations added without 
proper phase 

correction.
2-250 GB/hr 12.5 2 6.0

Tied-array Stations added 
properly in phase. Up to 23TB/hr 0.2 0.03 36.0

Single 
Station

For projects with high 
time, but lower 

sensitivity 
requirements.

2-250 GB/hr 12.5 2 1.0

Superstation Interesting balance of 
sensitivity and FoV. Up to 23TB/hr 9.0 0.2 12.0

Fly’s Eye Maximize total FoV for 
bright transient survey. Up to 8TB/hr 450 2 1.0

Flexible to match 

different science goals!

SKA-Low Workshop - Perth - September 6th, 2011
Monday, October 24, 2011



LOFAR Pilot Pulsar 
Survey (LPPS)

LOFAR Pilot Pulsar Survey
LOFAR
The LOw Frequency ARray !LOFAR" is a 
large new radio array operating at 
frequencies between #$ and %&$ MHz' 
The array consists of receiver stations 
spread over the Netherlands and Europe' 
In long integrations( LOFAR can make 
high resolution images; while in beam)
formed mode the data is stored at high 
time resolution(  but with limited spatial 
information'

Pulsars
Pulsars are awesome probes into 
fundamental physics' Through pulsar 
timing measurements companion masses 
are determined ( and neutron)star 
interiors or gravitational radiation is 
studied' Studying radio pulsar emission 
probes the interstellar material and 
magnetic fields(  and can be used to map 
the Galactic free)electron distribution' 
Neutron stars provide constraints on 
stellar evolution models and supernovae'

LOFAR Pulsar Observations
For pulsar observations the beam)formed 
mode provides the sub)millisecond time 
resolution that is essential' Because of its 
high sensitivity and large field of view( 
LOFAR allows for efficient surveying' It 
can produce a full census of the local 
radio pulsar population( out to % kpc *#+' 
LOFAR will also elucidate the unknown 
low frequency end of the pulsar 
spectrum'  For more information see *%+'

This work: LPPS
We are currently performing a first 
shallow survey of the northern sky: the 
LOFAR Pilot Pulsar Survey !LPPS"' All 
available LOFAR stations are used and 
their signals added incoherently yielding 
, beams with , MHz of bandwidth each' 
Each pointing has a footprint on the sky 
of #-. square degrees with an integration 
time of ., minutes'

Using the PRESTO */+ pulsar data 
reduction package the data is searched 
for the periodic signals of pulsars( the 
intermittent emission of Rotating Radio 

Transients !RRAT"( and single dispersed 
bursts from general fast radio transients' 

The LPPS survey is currently underway 
with half of the Northern Sky already 
observed and partially processed'  The 
data reduction is an iterative process of 
searching the data( identifying man)
made interference and masking that 
interference out' The high frequency 
resolution of LOFAR allows for very 
precise masking of bad observing 
frequencies( the search software allows 
for further mask ing: Man )made 

interference can be identified by its 
absence of dispersion measure !i'e' no 
free electrons along the line of sight"( 
unnatural brightness( occurrence in 
several beams at once( non)pulsar)like 
profile shapes or narrow bandwidth' We  
expect to discover several new pulsars in 
LPPS'  The `blind0 re)detection of known 
pulsars in the survey data( using our LPPS 
search software( provides confidence in 
our approach'

Thijs Coenen !UvA"
Anastasia Alexov !UvA"
Tom Hassall !U' Manchester"
Jason Hessels !ASTRON1UvA"
Vlad Kondratiev !ASTRON"
Joeri van Leeuwen !ASTRON1UvA"
Ben Stappers !U' Manchester"

References
*#+ van Leeuwen & Stappers %$#$( A&A .$2( A,
*%+ Stappers et al' %$##( A&A ./$( 3$
*/+ Ransom et al' %$$/( ApJ .32( 2##

RFI !DM " # cm$% pc& 

Re$detection J'())*')+)Re$detection J'(,%*#++#

Re$detection J'()'*#-',

Beam $

LPPS pointings contains . beams

Beam #

Beam %

Beam /

Beam &

Beam .

Beam -

LOFAR Pilot Pulsar Survey (LPPS)

LOFAR TKP Meeting - Amsterdam - June 27th, 2011

Credit: Coenen

All sky survey with 7 HBA Station Beams summed 
incoherently

Coenen & PWG

~400 7-beam pointings > -35 deg DEC

15 degrees
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Pulsar is 10x brighter 
in the correct beam 

(beam 7)!

Shifted 1 deg south

Credit: Alexov & Hessels

LOFAR 127-beam Tied-Array!!
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Andromeda

Credit: Hessels
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Motivation II
Transients science is the canary in the coal mine of 
SKA system design

• Given an underlying event rate, luminosity function, sensitivity and FoV 

– how many events should we expect to detect?
– what is their distance distribution? - what DMs?

• What configuration yields the most detections?

• Influence SKA architecture and observing strategies

What matters most?
• Field of view
• Sensitivity
• Temporal Resolution
• Buffer

• refine position and DM
• post processing
• VERIFICATION

SKA-low meeting, Perth Zoo Sep 20113
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Key Points

• Transients are one-off events.  They do not repeat.
– No point trading FoV for integration time
– Crucial distinguishing factor from pulsar searches

• They occur on a timescale much shorter than the 
telescope dwell time
– No point trying to slew the telescope to catch more 

events
• Limiting survey flux density is a function of event 

duration but for purposes of comparison this is 
(mainly) irrelevant

SKA-low meeting, Perth Zoo Sep 20114
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Maximising bang for buck

SKA-low meeting, Perth Zoo Sep 201115

• We consider the AA-lo layout of Memo 130 
(Dewdney et al. 2010)

• Diameter 180 m, 50 stations, 11200 elems/station
–25 stations at (r <0.5 km)
–10 stations (0.5 < r < 2.5 km)
–15 stations (2.5 < r < 100 km)

• 70 - 450 MHz
• Dense-sparse transition at 115 MHz
• Tsys = 150K + Tsky  --- Tsky=60 λ2.55 K

see Colegate & Clarke, PASA 2011

!
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Sub-Conclusions

SKA-low meeting, Perth Zoo Sep 201120

• Detection rate scales as ΩS0-3/2+δ where  δ=0 for an extragalactic survey and 
any sensitivity-limited survey in which temporal broadening is unimportant  

– In the Galaxy, both interstellar scattering and the finite extent of the Galaxy 
force 0 ≤ δ ≤ 3/2

• If the event rate is constant over the sky, a fly's-eye survey detects N1/4 more 
events than a collimated incoherent survey

• If there are large variations in the event rate as a function of sky position, 
conduct a collimated incoherent survey on the high event rate region instead of 
a fly's-eye survey over both high and low event rate regions when 

– N f is the ratio of the solid angle covered by the high event rate region (angle 
Ω1) to the array element FoV, and η >1 is the ratio of the high to the low event 
rate per solid angle.

fδ/2−3/4 > 1 +
1− f

η f

The Astrophysical Journal, 734:20 (15pp), 2011 June 10 Macquart

5.2. Strategy When the Event Rate Varies Strongly with Galactic Coordinates

The tradeoff between survey depth and breadth is altered if the detection rate varies appreciably across the FoV accessible by
the entire array. Figures 4–6 demonstrate that the event rate changes quickly as a function of position over certain regions of the
sky. We consider the circumstances under which it is favorable to concentrate collecting area on regions of high detection rate
and thus probe deeper rather than broader. Suppose that the survey area consists of two regions, with event rates proportional to
E1 sr!1 Jy3/2!!/2 and E2 sr!1 Jy3/2!!/2, with the ratio of these rates " = E1/E2 ! 1. The region with high event rate, region 1, subtends
a solid angle !1 which is small enough that a fraction, f < 1, of the array elements suffice to cover this entire region in fly’s-eye
mode.

We would like to know how to distribute array elements to maximize the event detection rate. The arguments in Section 5.1 reveal
that the survey should at least tile the entirety of region 1 first, so the question becomes whether one should (1) place the remaining
(1 ! f )N elements across some of region 2 in order to survey more broadly or (2) use the remaining array elements to duplicate
pointings in region 1 and thus increase sensitivity in the region with the higher event rate?

The optimal detection strategy depends only on the values of " and f. Compare the event rates for the two survey strategies. The
fraction of array elements that are needed to cover region 1 once is f = !1/N!t , where !t is the FoV of each array element. In the
collimated survey mode, it is thus possible to tile this region n = "f !1# times (i.e., each individual pointing is observed by n array
elements). We henceforth assume purely for the sake of simplicity that region 1 is tiled by an integral number of array element beams
and that n is an integer divisor of N. Then the detection rate for a survey that concentrates on region 1 alone can be written in the form

Rcol = AE1!1
!
S0/n1/2"!3/2+!

, (41)

where A is a constant that depends on the luminosity distribution, interstellar scattering, and the geometry of the Galaxy. If, on the
other hand, the remaining array elements are pointed at region 2, the detection rate is

Rfly$s!eye = AE1!1S
!3/2+!
0 + AE2(1 ! f )N!t S

3/2+!
0

= AE1!1S
!3/2+!
0 + A

E1

"
(1 ! f )

!1

f
S

3/2+!
0 , (42)

where we have assumed that the value of ! is a constant over the range of flux densities S0n
!1/2 < S < S0.

Comparison of the two rates shows that it is preferable to concentrate all the collecting area on region 1 when the following
condition is satisfied:

n3/4!!/2 > 1 +
1 ! f

" f
. (43)

Using the definition n = "f !1# to rewrite the left-hand side of Equation (43), it is apparent that the conditions under which collimated
pointings on region 1 alone are preferable depend on the balance between the ratio of event rates in the two regions against the size
of the survey region. To illustrate the behavior of the inequality, consider the case for ! = 0. If f = 0.5 it is preferable to collect
array elements in region 1 once the ratio " exceeds 1.47 (i.e., our survey should consist of every pair of antennas pointing in the same
direction). If f = 0.33 the collimated survey mode is preferable once " > 1.57 and array elements should be collected in groups of
three, with a total of N/3 distinct pointings over region 1. For f = 0.25 the collimated survey mode is preferable for " > 1.64. In
summary, we see that as the size of region 1 decreases, a corresponding increase in rate disparity between the two survey regions is
required for the collimated survey mode to remain the optimal detection method.

The behavior of this inequality is intuitive in two obvious limiting cases. In the case " = 1, we see that the inequality in Equation (43)
is never satisfied (except for the unphysical range f > 1), which reproduces the known result that it is always preferable to distribute
array elements over both regions 1 and 2 when the event rate is identical in the two regions. In the opposite extreme, if " % 1, the
large disparity in event rates suggests that the survey should always opt to concentrate all of its array elements in region 1 at the
expense of region 2.

5.3. Coherent, Visibility-based Detection

Coherent detection, in which all elements of the array are pointed at a common sky position and the interferometric visibilities are
searched for transients, offers the highest sensitivity possible from the array, with S0 & N!1, but it does not usually allow access to
the largest FoV. The sensitivity comes at the price of extreme computational expense: one must search an extremely large number of
synthesized beams in order to cover the entire FoV of each array element. For a dish aperture diameter or station size d, the size of
the synthesized beam is of order !synth = # ($/d)2 which is usually much less than the element FoV, !t . Under many circumstances
computational reality restricts the survey to a small number, % , of the synthesized beams that cover the entire element beam, so that
%!synth ' !t .

The ratios of the event rates in the coherent mode to other survey modes are

Rcoher

Rfly$s!eye

= %
!synth

!t

N1/2!! (44)

13
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Conclusions

SKA-low meeting, Perth Zoo Sep 201121

• Galactic surveys can be either sensitivity- or volume-
limited or a combination of both

– ISS acts as fast transients detection barrier & 
makes detection rate highly position dependent

• Optimization of survey strategy influences detection 
rate by orders of magnitude

– Flexibility is the key to maximizing discovery

• Tied-array sub-optimal if survey is volume-bound

• Fly’s eye yields better rate than incoherent 
collimated, but requires more processing

• Cannot rely on imaging end products

– Access to raw data is the way to win Nobel prizes

Monday, October 24, 2011



Blind	  DetecKon	  of	  Giant	  Pulses

35

D. Ait-Allal*, R. Weber*,**, C. Dumez-Viou*, I.Cognard***, G.Theureau*,***
*Observatoire de Paris – Station de radioastronomie de Nançay, F-18330 Nançay, France

{dalal.ait_allal, cedric.dumez-viou, gilles.theureau}@obs-nancay.fr
**Laboratoire PRISME, Université d'Orléans, Site Galilée, 12 rue de Blois, 45067 Orléans cedex 2, France

rodolphe.weber@univ-orleans.fr
***Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie de l’Environnement et de l’Espace, UMR 6115 CNRS

F-45071 Orléans Cedex 02, France, icognard@cnrs-orleans.fr
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Conclusions

37

Drawback	  :
-‐	  Less	  sensi:ve	  than	  classical	  de-‐dispersion	  procedures

Advantages:
-‐	  simple	  implementa:on	  (real	  :me)
-‐	  blind	  (no	  need	  to	  know	  the	  pulsar	  period	  nor	  the	  pulsar	  DM)

SNR	  signal	  to	  noise	  ra:o
T	  =	  pulse	  width
N	  X	  N	  size	  of	  the	  T-‐F	  	  plane
M	  number	  of	  T-‐F	  planes

Can	  be	  use	  as	  piggy-‐
back	  blind	  detector	  
of	  	  strong	  pulses	  
(Giant	  pulse,	  RRATS,	  
unknow	  strong	  
transients…)?
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Dispersion	  measure	  pc/cm3

Time	  (s)

Crab

HA
M
SA
T

HA
MS
AT

• Real-‐Kme	  searches	  for	  Individual	  Radio	  Pulses
• Dedispersion	  over	  	  4000	  DMs	  per	  beam	  in	  real	  Kme	  with	  GPUs
• Pilot	  survey	  1:	  6-‐8	  beams	  tracking	  circumpolar	  targets
• Pilot	  survey	  2:	  6	  beams	  fixed	  on	  the	  meridian	  from	  8o	  to	  28o	  dec

Pipeline	  diagnosKc	  plot	  from	  Pilot	  survey	  2	  –	  daily	  summary	  from	  one	  of	  six	  beams

Receive	  udp	  
stream

Polyphase	  filter
Raw	  to	  
Stokes

RFI	  removal Dedispersion output
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S/
N

D
M

?

?

Detec:ng	  known	  sources	  of	  dispersed	  pulses	  including	  pulsars	  and	  frequency	  swept	  radio	  emiZers	  
(HAMSAT).	  

An:coincidence	  experiments	  with	  Effelsberg	  +	  Nancay	  will	  reveal	  nature	  of	  enigma:c	  detec:ons

• Performed	  on	  800	  mbps	  streams
• Each	  node	  has:	  12	  Xeon	  CPU	  cores	  +	  1	  NVIDIA	  M2050	  (or	  GTX)
• DM	  processing	  is	  ~10x	  beQer	  than	  real	  Kme
• RFI	  rejecKon	  performing	  well	  in	  very	  contaminated	  environment

Dispersion	  measure	  pc/cm3
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Uniboard: Pulsars
Working on giving the pulsar flavour to the board

Coherent Dedipsersion

Folding

Incoherent dedipsersion of multiple DMs

Searching (partial/full)

Will be tightly linked with the RFI modules

Will be modular so may be linked to beamformed modes being developed by other partners.

Ahmedsaid, Shenton, Ferdman, Stappers
Coherent Dedipsersion
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“Fast Imaging”

•Correlators synthesize 
thousands of beams!

•Interferometers can:
•Localize events         
•reject Interference             
•calibrate easily

•Conceptually simple, 
Technically challenging

Casey Law 
Monday, October 24, 2011



Imaging a Pulse

Casey Law 

•Pocket Correlator 
at ATA (8 ants, 1 ms)

•Visibilities allow 
Coherent 
background 
subtraction

•Used to constrain 
pulse rate in M31 
(Law et al. 2011)

Movie of Crab Pulse (1/40th true time)

Also recently trialled on KAT-7 on VELA

Monday, October 24, 2011



New Dimension, New Algorithms

JyImaging

Statistical

Model Fitting

Casey Law 
Monday, October 24, 2011



SKA Phase 1  -- WP2

Freq   |  BW | l,b lim | #PSR | #MSP | T_surv | Data | #ops
(GHz)  |(MHz)| (deg)   |      |      | (days) |(exa) |(peta)
------------------------------------------------------------
1.4    | 500 | all sky | 6400 |  700 | 2000   |17000 | 4.3
1.4    | 500 | 45, 5   | 3000 |  190 |   50   |  500 | 4.3
1.4    | 500 | 90, 10  | 5200 |  450 |  200   | 2000 | 4.3
0.4 [1]| 100 | all sky | 8000 | 1300 |  250   | 9000 |16.6
0.4 [3]| 100 | all sky |13300 | 2400 |  250   | 9000 |16.6
0.4 [1]| 100 | 90, 10  | 6000 |  700 |   25   | 1000 |16.6
0.4 [3]| 100 | 90, 10  |10700 | 1400 |   25   | 1000 |16.6

[1,2,3] corresponds to Aeff of 25000, 50000, 75000

Simulations of all sky-survey at 400 MHz (100 MHz BW) and Galactic
plane survey (|l|<90, |b|<10) at 1.4 GHz (500 MHz BW) combined:

Type |  #PSR | #MSP
--------------------
[1]  |  9300 | 1400
[2]  | 12000 | 2000
[3]  | 14000 | 2500                                 [1,2,3] corresponds to Aeff of 25000, 50000, 75000

GR/GW Through timing dishes / Survey and efficient timing of 
slow pulsars with AAlow

Smits, Stappers, Kramer, Karastergiou
Monday, October 24, 2011
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•	  	  One	  of	  the	  key	  goals	  of	  the	  SKA	  in	  both	  phase	  1	  and	  2	  will	  be	  to	  
perform	  an	  all	  sky	  survey	  for	  new	  pulsars,	  especially	  MSPs,	  and	  fast	  radio	  transients.
•	  	  In	  Phase	  1	  there	  might	  be	  two	  different	  frequency	  ranges	  and	  technologies.	  

• AAs	  for	  <	  450	  MHz	  and	  Dishes	  around	  L-‐band
•	  Our	  simula:ons	  show	  that	  the	  AAs	  can	  perform	  an	  all-‐sky	  survey	  most	  efficiently
•	  For	  the	  plane	  the	  dishes	  allow	  us	  to	  reach	  deeper,	  but	  presently	  survey	  speed	  too	  slow	  for	  all	  
sky
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Conclusion
Lots of development going on in both hardware, software, simulation and technique development going.

The (fast) transient case is growing rapidly and is being implemented at many precursors

We are honing the requirements for SKA Phase 1 which definitely includes a strong case for the upper 
half of SKA-low (searching) and the dishes for follow up work. 

Aperture Arrays in the mid-range are ideal for searching and lower precision timing in the full SKA

We should not consider the f-word as being a swear word never to be spoken, it must be at least 
discussed. 

It is absolutely vital to continue and improve the dialogue with the engineering communities. 

There is much more going on than I can possibly summarise here.... 

No chance to mention ASKAP (COAST, VAST, CRAFT) nor MeerKAT (Timing, TRAPUM, 
Thunderkat)

It highlights the vibrancy of  the pulsar and transient community. 
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